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scarcely attacks these alloys, and the action of aqua rcgia is soon arrested if the proportion of silver is considerable.    They may be dissolved by a mixture of nitric acid and a concentrated solution of common salt. The densities of the alloys of silver and gold are as in Table XIV.1 Tellurium and Gold.—For the gold tellurides occurring in  nature, see p. 81.
By heating gold in the vapour of tellurium, Brauncr 2 proved thai, the affinity between these substances is smaller than between tellurium and either silver or copper. He also showed the formation of what he considered to be a compound having the formula Au2Te, which, when heated, lost, some of its tellurium and became enriched in gold. The existence of such a compound, first asserted by Margottet, and here again published by Brainier, is contested by Coste,3 who, from a microscopical study of the alloys, and also from experiments on the potential gradients obtained in solutions of nitric acid, obtained no evidence of its formation.
Lenher 4 has more recently studied the efl'ect of heating this product at various temperatures and for various lengths of time. He found that after six hours' heating the exterior of the alloy remained golden, while the interior had assumed a much paler colour, approximating to white. He also found that by treating gold-tellurium alloys with sulphur chloride or nitric acid, pure gold was obtained. Moreover, the alloys precipitated gold from gold solutions, just as pure tellurium and the natural tellurides did. From these results Lenher concludes that both the natural and artificial tellurides arc mixtures only, and not compounds. It may be taken as proved that compounds of gold and tellurium cannot be formed by precipitation, and that in any case they are easily decomposed.
BerzcJius 5 believed he had obtained gold telluride by passing I.I2Te into a solution of gold chloride, but more recent attempts to produce gold tellurides by the action of (1) excess of hydrogen telluride, (2) sodium telluride sola tion, on solutions of gold chloride have failed, pure gold being precipitated in every case. Dr. Tibbals 6 has also endeavoured to prepare a compound of the two elements by the reaction between sodium telluride and sodium sulphaurate solutions in an atmosphere of hydrogen, but obtained precipitates of varying composition with different concentrations of the reacting solutions, from which no definite conclusions could be drawn.
The bearing of the above observations on the natural occurrence of gold tellurides is interesting. Gold is transported from place, to place, in the form of a solution of one of its compounds, and these solutions, on meeting others containing tellurides, or on coming into contact with masses of telluride ores, throw down their gold. It may be also, as Van Iliac points out,7 that the solutions containing gold and tellurium respectively meet under reducing conditions, when both elements will be deposited, forming non-homogeneous mixtures. Actual observation does, in fact, show that the occurrence of t ellurides is largely in the zone of reduction.
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